VIDEO COLLABORATION

Easy Collaborative Experiences
Creating a culture of collaboration in many organizations is a top priority. The evolving
workforce demands engaging tools that are flexible, effective and easy to use. HB takes
an experience and workflow-based approach that adapts to the way users work. The
collaboration team at HB works with customers to create a secure video collaboration
platform that scales to any place on any device.

Cloud

Platform

For customers who are looking for scalable, flexible and
quickly deployed collaboration solutions, HB will work to
develop a cloud strategy that optimizes costs and provides
high quality, reliable and secure collaboration experiences.
Our team works with you to determine whether a cloud
option is the right solution for your organization.

To create a successful collaboration ecosystem throughout
your organization, it’s important to create a platform that is
secure, scalable, easy to use and available in any place on
any device. HB’s Collaborative Solutions include video calls,
chat, presence, file sharing, meeting scheduling and more.
HB’s collaboration team works with customers to define a
strategy and roadmap that is built to evolve with your needs.

Room Systems
We are byproducts of our environment. Great rooms foster
great ideas and as a new generation of employees enter the
work force, it is important to create engaging environments
for them to work in. HB works with customers to develop
everything from huddle spaces and large corporate
boardrooms to unique collaboration areas that inspire
creativity and innovation. Ease of use is the number one
priority for rooms no matter how advanced the functionality.

Mobile
We have reached a time where mobility is an obvious
necessity. No longer do users need to be convinced that
mobility is important, but more importantly they need to
know that mobile collaboration is easy and effective. HB’s
collaboration specialists work with customers to ensure their
users have an effortless and engaging mobile experience.
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We design, build, and support audiovisual communication
environments that power the ideas of people around the world.

Infrastructure
HB has deep experience in deploying Hybrid and OnPremise infrastructure to support enterprise collaboration
solutions. HB’s analysis process is tailored to helping
customers choose the best option while weighing the
balance between cost, security, and previous technology
investments.

To learn more about our Video Collaboration
Solutions, contact us at 800.243.4414 or
email info@hbcommunications.com

